The Exodus in the New Testament
We have seen that most of the New Testament writers draw heavily upon the Exodus period as a source for
allusion, conscious or unconscious, and often for more than allusion--for typology. Assuming that there is a
basic unity amongst the documents which enables us, despite their different emphases, to talk of a New
Testament theology, we must ask in what ways the formulation of this has been affected by the background
of the Exodus. The Exodus in the New Testament
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Description:
A Q&A with Gregg Allman
Q: Why did you want to write this book and tell your story?
Allman: I’d actually been thinking about doing a book for a long time, and since the
80s, I’d been putting bits and pieces of the story together. Just a bit here a bit there,
that sort of thing. There have been a few books about the Allman Brothers over the
year, and they all seem to tell one of two stories—either we were all out there sowing
our wild oats, or we were constantly surrounded by tragedy. None of them really got
the feeling of the band right, and that was what I set out to do.
Q: What impact have your health struggles over the last few years had on the way you
think about your life and history?

Allman: Well, as I said, I’ve been working on this book for a while, but my health
being what it has been over the last couple of years gave me an extra push to get the
whole story down on paper. Last fall I was pretty sick, and I had this thought that it just
wasn’t my time yet. I’ve still got more songs in me, more stories to tell. I guess this is
one of ‘em.
Q: Was it hard to make yourself think about the darker times in your life?
Allman: It was. I wanted to be as honest as I could, but at the same time, looking back
like this was tough. Facing the past isn’t easy. I threw down though, and didn’t hold
back. I didn’t want anything colored up.
Q: What do you hope an Allman Brothers fan would learn about you from this book?
Allman: As I said before, for years, when people have talked about the band, they’ve
tended to focus on the tragedy or the insanity of our history. Make no mistake, those
are in the book and they’re very real. But a lot of people don’t understand just how
much fun we had—especially in the beginning. I tried hard to include the good as well
as the bad.
Q: Has spending this time looking back at the band's history given you a different
appreciation for what the Allman Brothers have accomplished?
Allman: I’m not so sure it’s a different appreciation so much as just amazed and
proud that we’re still here today. In the book, I talk about when my brother first called
me about being in the band he said he had these two drummers and two lead
guitarists, and I remember thinking that sounded like a train wreck. But somehow it
worked then and it’s worked ever since. It’s an incredible band, filled with incredible
musicians, and I’ve been very lucky to be a part of it.
Q: Do you think that your kids will learn about you from reading this story? How about
your bandmates?
Allman: Sometimes when you’re on the road with someone, it’s easy to lose sight of
just how far you’ve come. I’ve lived with these stories for a long time, but having them
together, all in one place, is something else. Everyone always takes something
different away from what they read. I can’t say what people will learn, but my hope is
they have some fun along the way.
--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
Review …This book is everything you could hope for: in a grizzled, laconic drawl,
Allman provides a rambling backstage account of his five decades with the Allman
Brothers Band, and he doesn’t seem to hold anything back. (New York Times Book
Review )
A soul-searching rumination on a hard-lived life... For generations of fans, Allman’s
book provides insights into the many turns in that long road... MY CROSS TO BEAR
carries a welcome seal of honesty. (USA Today )
In his memoir, the rambling and rambunctious Gregg Allman lays bare his soul… In the
end, Allman, writing with music journalist Light, has produced a fiercely honest
memoir. (Publishers Weekly (starred review) )
This is a story about musical brotherhood. Rich and moving... Nothing less than
profound. Life, love and music from one of the most influential American recording

artists of the last 40 years. (Kirkus Reviews )
“Packed with juicy anecdotes, gripping details and raw energy…Fans of the Allman
Brothers Band are certain to relish the revelations... MY CROSS TO BEAR provides a
window into Allman’s tortured soul - he presents himself as a man cracked and flawed,
yet somehow intact.” (Birmingham News )
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Based on true events, "My Cross To Bear" tells the story of a brave young man who survived years of abuse from the same people who
were supposed to nurture and protect him. Producers Glenn Allen and Peter Bongiorno bring you the award-winning movie that has
captivated audiences and brought attention to the struggles of those who cope with the horrors of sexual abuse and domestic violence.
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Joseph Gannascoli, Jackie Martling. cross to bear. 1.Someone who purposely or indirectly takes on a label and or situation as a means
to look for sympathy,justify, and or clarify their position on a issue. 2. A situation in which you feel pressure, yet it is not your
responsibility to take on the baggage associated with the situation. Ex. jesus died for our sins aka was nailed to a cross...his "cross to
bear". Racist cunt: Black people commit all the crime, they have ruined america! Tra: Fuck you! Everyone is a individual, i'm not here to
appease you over this, this issue isnt my cross to bear i'm not represe My Cross to Bear is an autobiographic memoir of American
songwriter-musician Gregg Allman, co-founder of the Allman Brothers Band. It was written by Allman and American journalist Alan Light.
The book was published by William Morrow and Company on May 1, 2012. The book's title stems from the Allman.Â Upon its May 2012
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